
 

Formative feedback

Overall feedback 
This part of the course focused on exploring drawing in everyday situations and developing 
skills of observation and documentation. Overall your response has been very good 
throughout part three. Continue to grow in confidence and your work will go from strength to 
strength.  

Assignment Three: asked you to explore visual research and then develop a narrative into 
either a poster, editorial illustration or textbook illustration. Your line-work capturing the 
essence of the shopping mall is really good, focusing on people and interior architecture. Do 
you feel however that you captured a broad enough range of visual research? In this type of 
location there is so much to observe from differing viewpoints, for example sitting in a coffee 
shop looking out would have provided a differing perspectives through first layer of people 
sitting chatting to second layer view through a window to third layer busy shoppers outside. 
You drawings of single people and couples are very expressive considering the limited line 
work, would be great to see many more drawings like this; in addition drawing crowds. Again 
your graphic style is quite evident here, in particular when drawing the PRIMARK logo. 
Therefore another focus of your visual research could be documenting all the different 
logotypes on shop facias and carry bags; great to see you started to do this through your 
own photography. What you have done really well is creating a narrative using the 
SCAMPER process. Your idea generation, planning, development sketches, use of traditional 
and digital techniques is wholly appropriate for your chosen narrative. Next time thoroughly 
explore composition to create a more visual dynamic. This illustration would work well in 
editorial, so next time cut and paste into a magazine spread to see how it world look. Overall 
really promising work showing how your overall creative process is developing.   

Feedback based on Learning Outcomes 
• develop methods to creatively explore and respond to briefs as an illustrator 

Your creative exploration of ideas using single objects from your chosen photographs 
‘illustrative drawing’ is really interesting as you initially take a very ‘graphic’ approach to the 
line work, a style that would work well when developing signs and symbols. Once you start to 
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add flat colour and develop the illustrations, in particular the last one, they maintain a very 
graphic style suggestive of many retro 70s artists. 

• demonstrate your use of visual research in the generation of ideas for 
illustration 

Visual research ‘a reportage case study’ — by analysing Lawlor’s illustrations how has this 
informed your composition and framing of subject matter? Do you think using the same tools 
as Lawlor, communicated your content differently than say if you had used colour pens? Will 
you consider reportage as documenting the ordinary everyday as apposed to Lawlor’s 
significant moments in history? Your approach to ‘observation — topography …’ is interesting 
in that you have focussed on particular objects along the route, which was great as its often 
the details that get overlooked. Your collection of photographs for ‘understanding viewpoints’ 
provides a really good range of visual reference, both full scenes and details on route. ‘Free 
association’ is another method of gathering visual research but from imagination; so would 
you now find your doodles useful for ideas generation, rather than merely a random activity 
that has little value?  

• use a range of visual approaches to develop and communicate your ideas 
Revisiting single line drawing technique for ‘working with external visual impetus – people’ 
was really good, although you don’t evidence a mass of drawings, this quick technique 
shows how much visual information can be captured in a short time, therefore good to use 
when on the move in various locations. Next you chose to draw with different tools on 
location, which was equally productive producing visually different results. Overall, great you 
recognise its not about the quality of drawings but about the information they provide.   

• demonstrate a critical and contextual understanding of illustration and reflect 
on your own learning 

Great to see your character development from part 2. It will be interesting to see how you 
might use this work to maybe develop a graphic novel, zine or comic strip? Excellent process 
used in order to consider ‘building a tool kit’ by first highlighting key points in course 
handbook in relation to Jo Davies illustrations, enabling you to then reflect upon your 
approach to onsite drawing. By showing the marks tools make helps you to identify quickly 
what is most suitable for time, place, situation in which you will be drawing. Good to see 
developing skillset of stop frame animation, which in itself will serve as a great reminder what 
to pack for location drawing. It's interesting you note how accessible the examples of work 
shown are for ‘reporting and documenting’ even though they are subjects of war, therefore 
consider how different illustration visual styles help communicate particular narratives. You 
have analysed the photograph and illustration shown for ‘reporting and documenting’ quite 
well, in particular suggesting the illustration portrays a more personal response to the Covid 
situation, therefore the illustration becomes more relatable than a photograph that has 
become too generic. The illustration also strips back the visual information to the bare 
minimum using limited line and colour; will you further develop this approach in your own 
work?  The sketchbooks you chose to analyse for ‘creating your own version of reality’ all 
focus on characters, which in someway reflects your own work, therefore rationalise your 
research examples in context to your developing practice.  

Action points based on Learning Outcomes 
• develop methods to creatively explore and respond to briefs as an illustrator 

What did you learn by using your visual reference sketches for ‘interpreting and 
communicating’ a different narrative from that of the original? You made a good start on ideas 



through using original sketches, next time also try these methods using traditional cut and 
paste, trace and overlay, with scale and composition. 

• demonstrate your use of visual research in the generation of ideas for 
illustration 

How have Veronica Lawlor illustrations informed your understanding of reportage and 
capturing a moment in time? Next time when ‘observation — topography …’ combine more 
sequential street views and landscapes with the objects so that you gather a broader range 
of primary visual research. Consider beginning, middle and end of your route in particular 
starting with street scene and ending with seafront landscape. In your reflection comparing 
‘observation — topography …’ with ‘understanding viewpoints’ you note the different colours 
and textures in the photographs; therefore could you have used a more varied tool kit? 

• use a range of visual approaches to develop and communicate your ideas 
What ‘working with external visual impetus – people’ has shown you it is about capturing the 
moment. Consider the appropriateness of tools to subject you are documenting; capturing 
the shape, colour and form of people at the seafront in watercolour feels right as the 
sketches also start to suggest the atmosphere of the location. 

• demonstrate a critical and contextual understanding of illustration and reflect 
on your own learning 

You have noted a few times through various research points how illustration has to be 
relatable. Now consider how you can learn from best practice in developing your own style. 
Did the ‘visual research’ Pam Smy help you differentiate between visual research in 
sketchbook to developing illustration work?  
  
Suggested viewing/reading/recommended resources 
The following may also be of interest, preferably see if you can access the following through 
library or OCA online. You maybe interested to research the graphic style of artist Patrick 
Hughes and such as Push Pin Studio http://www.pushpininc.com. How images communicate 
through composition you maybe interested to read Ways of Seeing by John Berger (if you 
haven’t already). With regard character design and storytelling you maybe interested in 
Fanzines: The DIY Revolution Teal Triggs; Comics, Comix and Graphic Novels: A History of 
Comic Art Roger Sabin. 

The next stage you may like to further explore the physicality of your sketchbooks: consider 
different papers, bindings, foldouts, things hidden, and size. Investigate working very small 
and very large testing subject matter to scale of surface you're working on, consider positive 
and negative space. You may want to try making and using one sketchbook for one theme 
investigated, so the physicality of the sketchbook compliments content you add to it. You may 
like to follow on Instagram Designer Bookbinders UK @db_Bookbinding_uk and The 
Travelling Bookbinder @thetravellingbookbinder 

Assignment Schedule  
The following schedule sets out a pace of study that suits you, and within the overall 
timeframe of your course end date. These dates can be negotiated with your tutor.  

Contact Learner Support learnersupport@oca.ac.uk if any personal or health issues 
begin to impact on your ability to study, or Student Advice studentadvice@oca.ac.uk for 
queries about study resources, time frames, finance and funding, or any general 
enquiries. 

mailto:learnersupport@oca.ac.uk
mailto:studentadvice@oca.ac.uk


Assignment One 15 July 2021 complete

Assignment Two 20 October 2021 complete

Assignment Three 20 February 2022 complete

Assignment Four 20 April 2022

Assignment Five 05 June 2022

Course end date 11 June 2022

Summative Assessment February / July / November [Identify which assessment 
student is aiming for] Link to current deadlines? TBC
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